Using the fact that constants are analytic, we see that the conditions of [3, p. 108 ] are fulfilled, so that f -f x a.e., for some function / x holomorphic on W. Then / -f x is differentiable on S -S(f), and so / = f x there.
An easy improvement can be obtained from [3] , namely, the constant c(B) in the definition of BM0(T7) can be replaced by a polynomial (depending on B). that μ(B(z, r) 
Proof of (b). By a theorem of Frostman [2, p. 7], S carries a
From the inequality |ζ -w|>2? (ζeC), we find that the inner integral doesn't exceed (4π/3) r 8 |ζ -w\~2, and the entire integral is at most (ii) Besicovitch proved (a) for bounded functions; for continuous /i he proved the sufficiency of the hypothesis that S(f) have σ-finite 1-dimensional measure. Combining his method for this variant, with the one presented above for BMO, we can replace continuity of / by VMO (vanishing mean oscillation), that is ^ m(B)e{m(B) ), where ε(0+) = 0.
\w -ζ\-*μ(dζ)
(
\\ \f(x, y) -c(B)\dxdy
(iii) The variant just mentioned also admits a converse; to explain this we observe that if the probability measure μ figuring in the proof of (b) has the stronger property that μ(B(z, r)) r ε(r) with ε(0 + ) = 0, then the function g is VM0(β 2 ). We use the co ROBERT KAUFMAN 371 following theorem [4] ; a Borel set S, not of σ-finite 1-dimensional measure, contains a compact set S Q , with positive Hausdorίf measure for a measure function h(u) -ue(u); by Frostman's theorem S o then carries a probability measure μ with the stronger property needed to improve VMO to BMO.
